the basis for identity, surely I must be the true possessor of that personhood, which you would claim for yourself? I remember every thing you do, and much that you don't, and all of it in greater detail than you. Your memories are incomplete, partial, often faulty or false. Mine are complete, reliable, thorough and true.
"Who is more truly and fully Jeremy Owens? You, with your fuzzy, incomplete, vague recollections? Or me, possessed as I am of sharp, complete and full memories? You are a ghost, a pallid reflection of the body of experiences that forms the real Jeremy Owens. You are just a cast-off remnant, with no more claim on existence, on selfhood, than the thumb I had amputated earlier in my life. " "But, I've always been Jeremy Owens; you have not!" "There has been a continuity and a trajectory from my birth -which produced that part of me now standing before this court as plaintiff -to the present day. The plaintiff is no longer a part of that trajectory, and for the court to recognize him as Jeremy Owens would disrupt the continuity of the life of the true Jeremy Owens, would diminish him, would make him less than he has already become, less than he is capable of being.
"When a snake sheds its skin, the castoff skin has certainly been around longer than the new skin, but it is not the snake. Shedding the old skin allows the snake to grow, to become more than it could have been had it retained -and been restricted by -its old skin. The plaintiff is like that discarded snakeskin: a cast off encumbrance, no longer a part of Jeremy Owens. Reinstating him as a part of Jeremy Owens could only diminish and constrain Jeremy Owens, preventing him from attaining his full potential. Surely, the court cannot permit such a miscarriage of justice. For the plaintiff even to claim to be a part of Jeremy Owens, let alone to claim, as he does, that he is Jeremy Owens, is a travesty. Therefore, we are confident that this court will rule in our favour. "
Jeremy Owens -the biological Jeremy Owens -sat unmoving, stunned. He could think of nothing more to say.
The judge pronounced a verdict. "The court finds the arguments of the defendant compelling, those of the plaintiff without merit. Therefore, we must rule in the defendant's favour. Furthermore, as it would be unthinkable to allow a discarded (and possibly defective) component of Jeremy Owens to wander the streets claiming the identity, rights and privileges of the real Jeremy Owens, this court hereby enjoins the plaintiff from pretending to be Jeremy Owens; from using the name of Jeremy Owens in any way when referring to himself; from asserting any ongoing relationship to Jeremy Owens; or from claiming any of the rights or privileges of Jeremy Owens. The court further notes that it entertains grave doubts that the plaintiff is in any sense a person, or that he possesses any of the legal rights of a person. As the court has not yet heard arguments on this issue, however, it would not be proper for it to hand down a ruling on that question. "
Dumbfounded, devastated, the now nameless biological remnant of Jeremy Owens sat for a very long while. He was helped out of the building by a kindly officer of the court, who looked like nothing so much as a high-tech wheelchair. Jeremy was grateful for the assistance. ■
